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Dogs in paintings run, play, follow the prey, take care of
their puppies, and look at us. Such paintings are
indispensable for unraveling the history of dogs.

HistoRy

What Are We Looking At?
   Not one painting but
several German and
American Romantic paint-
ings with dogs. The Ger-
man paintings are by
19th-century German ani-
mal painters Adolf Eberle
(1843-1914), who speci-
alized in German breeds,
and Heinrich Sperling
(1844-1924). Both artists
were true representatives
of the German Romantic
school of art.

Brotzeit – Lunchtime
   Adolf Eberle, whose
father, Robert Eberle, a
landscape and animal
painter, was born in Munich in 1843 and died there in 1914.
Adolf’s education began in 1860 with Karl von Piloty at the
Akademie der Bildende Künste (Academy for Visual Arts) in
Munich. His paintings invariably show Bavarian and Tyrolean
village families in southern Germany, dressed in Trachten
(traditional style) and quite often depicted in simple kitchens

or the stable.
Because Bavarians and

Tyroleans hunted a great
deal, gundogs – especially
pointing dogs – played a
large part in Eberle’s
paintings. In his work,
Eberle used mainly soft
colors, typically straw
yellow, light brown, and
soft green.

The dogs are immedi-
ately recognizable: Ger-
man pointers with a brown
coat or brown with white
markings, Pointers, and
Dachshunds with black-
and-tan coats. In the last
quarter of the 19th cen-
tury, English and French

pointing dogs – mainly English Pointers and setters – were
crossbred with German dogs. The results were the so-called
Halbbluthunde (hybrid dogs).

Humble Dwellings
   Eberle’s painting Besuch des Jägers (The Hunters’ Visit)
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Because Bavarians and Tyroleans hunted a great deal, gundogs –
especially pointing dogs – played a large part in Eberle’s paintings.

Fine Art Dogs
German Dogs of the Romantic School

Although Heinrich Sperling painted large breeds, like the
Great Dane and Saint Bernard, his painting makes a soft im-

pression, showing dogs with a friendly and attentive charisma.
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is also known as Dirndl und Jäger bei der Brotzeit (Young Girl
and Hunter at Lunchtime). The brown-and-white dog has laid
its head on the hunter’s knee, while the Dachshund keeps a
sharp eye on the table where the woman cuts a piece of bread
the old-fashioned way, the bread held with her left hand and the
knife cutting towards her body. No doubt the bread will be filled
with bacon.
   Eberle made many
paintings with the same
theme – hundreds of so-
called genre paintings.
   Another one in the series
– a variation on the theme –
is Hunter with His Three
Dogs and a Lovely Dirndl in
the Kitchen. Again, two
pointing dogs, one of them
a black-and-tan setter and a
Dachshund.
   However, daily life was
less idyllic than Eberle
depicted. Daily life meant
hard work, even for young
children. Shabby dwellings,
illegitimate children, and
alcoholism were the rule
rather than the exception.
The next generation swap-
ped their parents’ life – here
romanticized – for dirty
work in the cities, and would

become part of the German proletariat. Not surprisingly,
someone who promised them a far better life rose to power in
the 1930s: Adolf Hitler.

Haushunde – House Dogs (Pets)
   Adolf Eberle’s dogs were depicted as part of daily life in
Bavaria and Tyrol. Heinrich Sperling’s dogs are, almost without
exception, the central figures in his paintings. They are well-
considered and painted with great accuracy. Sperling, a
contemporary of Eberle, was born in Warnkenhagen,
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, northern Germany. The difference
between the two German provinces – easy-going southern
Bavaria and strict, disciplined northern Mecklenburg – could
not be greater.
   Heinrich Sperling studied at the Berlin Academy of Arts,
where he became a professor in 1893. Sperling made many
paintings with horses and dogs. Gundogs have a special place
in his work. Many 19th- and 20th-century dog books and
magazines were illustrated with Sperling’s paintings. The artist
was at home in higher circles – dogs at the German Imperial
Court were immortalized thanks to his paintings.
   The painting Haushunde (House Dogs – Pets) on the first
page of this article shows a Great Dane, Pug, Saint Bernard, and
Scotch Collie (rough). The original German standard for the
Great Dane (Deutsche Dogge, 1891) accepts three color
varieties, the first being “Single-colored Danes: Yellow or grey
in various shades, either solid single-colored or with a darker
tinge on the muzzle and the ears and stripe down the back, also
single-colored black.” Sperling chose yellow (fawn). Typically
for that time, the ears are cropped.

The well-nourished, sleep-
ing Pug is also fawn. Then,
the Saint Bernard, whose
principal color is white with
red-brown markings. Finally,
the Scotch Collie, black with
tan markings and white.
Although Sperling painted
large breeds, like the Great
Dane and Saint Bernard, his
painting makes a soft im-
pression, showing dogs with
a friendly and attentive cha-
risma. This painting is called
House Dogs but Show Dogs
would do as well.

Heinrich Sperling made
several variations of this work,
the stairs a common element,
but the breeds differing. The
first dog on the left is a German
pointing dog, followed by a
red-and-white setter, a black-
and-tan Dachshund, and a
tricolor terrier. Again, the dogs

HistoRy

Eberle’s painting Besuch des Jägers (The Hunter’s Visit)
is also known as Dirndl und Jäger bei der Brotzeit 

(Young Girl and Hunter at Lunchtime).

This Adolf Eberle painting called An Hour of Physics 
shows a grandfather explaining difficult subjects to his two grandsons.

Grandpa, the grandsons, and their mother 
are wearing traditional clothes.
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were painted with great
accuracy. We know that
English Pointers and setters
were imported to Germany in
the 19th century to be bred
with German pointing dogs to
achieve a faster dog for
hunting. The red-and-white
setter in the painting is no
doubt one of these imports.
   A little something about
Romantic-era dog painters
in America... The 19th
century is called the golden
age of dog paintings, but,
while there were many
English and French dog
painters in the Romantic
Era, Germany, the Netherlands,
Belgium, and the United Stated don’t
seem to have this strong tradition.
   Concerning America, John Singleton
Copley (1738-1815) comes to mind.
His beautiful painting The Daughters
of King George III with Their Three
King Charles Spaniels (1785) is
reproduced in a number of books. But,
the children are the principle subjects
in this painting; the dogs are a bonus.
   Born in America, Copley moved to
London in 1774. One of his first
paintings in Britain was The
Fountaine Family (1776), and again,
the small King Charles Spaniel in the
painting is less important than the
human members of the family.
Copley started as a self-taught
portraitist, lived in colonial America
before he moved to Britain, and was
a specialist in historical scenes.
   Copley is considered one of the
greatest American artists of the 18th
century. He was active as a portrait
painter from 1753 to 1774, estab-
lishing himself in London in 1775,
where he was elected to the Royal
Academy. The Fountaine Family
shows how Copley adapted his style to
the British market..

This article will be followed by

   • French Dogs
   of the Romantic School

   • English Dogs
   of the Romantic School
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Copley’s The Fountaine Family (1776) 
was one of his first paintings 
done while he was  in Britain.

John Singleton Copley (1738-1815) is considered
one of the greatest American artists of the 18th
century. The daughters of King George III with

Their Three King Charles Spaniels (1785) 
is reproduced in various art and dog books.

Heinrich Sperling made several variations of 
House Dogs. The stairs a common element, 

but the breeds differ. ‘Group of Dogs’ is from the 
end of the Romantic Era (1890).
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